
All Love
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Calling, calling, calling
Where can the answer be?
Wonder is there anyone up there
Will feel the same as me

Hardly wanna eat, barely even sleep
That's no good for me
Now what can I do?
I'm out in the blue
And way outta clue, woah, oh, aye

I tried some dating, don't even ask about it, no
I can't give it's rating
'Cause you're ever present in my mind
And it happens every time
Do I sound a little crazy?

And everyday there is a problem

And everything's so uncertain
It's morning again same old anthem
A man is to go through
Tryna live my life, everything is fried
But I'm stuck with you, oh

Don't know what I created, oh no, oh
If I should love or hate it
You were a danger to my pride
Still I need you in my life
Don't I sound crazy?

How did we get this way?
Mood swing like night and day
Could it be we weren't meant to be

And just forcing a game that ends in pain?
Could it be we're so much in love
Just need understanding?

We spent precious moments debatin'
I'll tell you what I think is
It's frustrating
And it's threatening my pride
Still I need you in my life
Don't it sound crazy?

Often times I'd sit by myself
Searching for ideas and looking in space
Wondering who do I turn to
To deal with this case, yeah

I hate to be the one complaining
I don't like it at all, now
Neither do I love your gaming
It's embarrassing my pride
Still I need you in my life
Don't I sound crazy?

How did we get this way?



What lousy game we play
Hardly wanna eat, barely even sleep
That's no good for me
Now what can I do?
I'm out in the blue
And way outta clue, yeah

I tried dating, don't ask me about it
No, I can't give it's rating
'Cause you're ever present in my mind
I know it sounds crazy, yeah
You're a danger to my pride
And it happens every time
Don't I sound crazy?

Ooo, danger
Danger, girl
Woah, oh, woah

How did we get this way?
Mood swing like night and day
Oh, I wish it was that sound
That we project together
And do you want it?
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